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Abstract
Traditional forms of experiential marketing have been interrupted by augmented reality. As
augmented reality continues to grow, a new ecosystem for brand interactions has revealed a
world of branded augmented content or “BX”. BX is a concept design that creates a
personalized, immersive connection between brand and user through four AR filters.
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Dedicación
Esta tesis está dedicada a todas las familias que tienen y buscan inmigración a este hermoso país
en busca de oportunidades y una vida mejor. Como el nieto y hijo de trabajadores del campo y
fábricas, esta completacion de mi Maestría en Bellas Artes en Diseño de Comunicación Visuales
sirve como una extensión de su amor y inconcebibles sacrificios.

Nunca olvides de dónde vienes y siempre sabrás a dónde vas.

Problem statement
The current use of augmented reality for branded interactions is less than 1%; in contrast,
consumers’ demand for AR branded interactions is 61% — a missed opportunity for brand
growth and user relationship (Threekit).

Solution
To solve this gap within the market, I created a personalized, immersive interactive connection
between brands and users through four branded AR filters.

Analysis of project
Users favorite brands just got more engaging. BX takes what users like most about their favorite
brands to create a unique AR branded experience centered around them. The objective was to
have each filter embody the selected brand’s aesthetic and values while providing users with
interactions reflective of their lifestyle.
To better understand the relationship a user has with a brand, an Instagram survey was created to
gain perspective on what brands were trending. As the survey was conducted during the midst of
the Covid-19 pandemic, results were leaning towards brands with a higher interaction rate
amongst friends and social gatherings activities. Such as hanging out at Taco Bell and Horseback
riding, and trail walking in athletic brands.
These user surveys led me to focus more on how a brand adds value to a user’s daily lifestyle. It
was this concept that leads to the creation of the four branded AR filters. For instance, the Marc
Jacobs brand has become synonymous with the word perfume. Just ask any lover of fragrances to
give Marc Jacobs a word association, and they will reply Daisy. The Daisy filter focused on
providing users a unique interaction that allows them to grow an immersive garden of their
favorite Daisy fragrance—a genuinely unparalleled experience for any perfume enthusiast.
While the Burberry Glitch filter focused on providing users an ideological campaign that helps
them forget about the derangement of work, hectic schedules, and life’s unrealistic expectations,

it provides users with the chance to take a breather, recollect themselves, and escape for a few
seconds.
To the same extent, the Harper’s Bazaar Extrava filter solves A problem users have been having
for years, saving time getting ready for a night out. Extrava saves users time getting ready and
makes them look their best by scanning their environment to curate and coordinate one of a kind
accessories to match their outfit and surroundings seamlessly.
Finally, the Nike fit filter was inspired by those who want to achieve a healthier, better version of
themselves by helping users achieve their goals and rewarding them for doing so. Users
complete different workouts to earn rewards redeemable towards a future Nike purchase.

Final designs were a result of experimenting with different 3D software. Initial AR filters were
being built in Spark AR, a leader in social media augmented reality filters. However, due to the
software’s limitations and maximum file upload sizes, completing the Spark AR designs were put
on hold. By exploring new pathways within Maxon Cinema 4D and after-effects, final design
concepts were completed.

Conclusion
As a result of user research, I found that consumers expect more than ever before from the
brands they love. They want an expansion of content consumption, preferably given to them
through personalized interactions. BX goes against traditional forms of tactile branded
interactions and validates the embracement of what is to come soon for branded augmented
content by creating a personalized, immersive connection between brand and user within a new
ecosystem for brand interactions. This thesis’s new-found knowledge will garner a pathway for
turning BX’s concept designs into Instagram filters. Doing so will allow users to create a
personalized, immersive connection with the brands they love. Moreover, I will continue to learn
more about augmented reality and how other technological sectors transform how we interact
with brands.
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Prologue.

Redefining branded
interactions.

BX | Mikey Araujo

Overview
Traditional forms of experiential marketing
have been interrupted by augmented reality.
As augmented reality continues to grow, a new
ecosystem for brand interactions has revealed a
world of branded augmented content or “BX.”
BX is a concept design that creates a personalized,
immersive connection between brand and user
through four AR filters.
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Problem
The current use of augmented reality for branded
interactions is less than 1%, whereas the consumer
demand for it is 61%.
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Solution
Create a personalized, immersive interactive
connection between brands and users through four
branded AR filters.
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Objective
Have each filter embody the selected brand’s
aesthetic and values while providing users
interactions reflective of their lifestyle.
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Introduction to the filters.
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A new ecosystem for brand
interactions through AR.
4 concept AR filters
A personalized immersive connection
between a brand and user
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Your favorite brands just
got more engaging.
AR centered around you
Filters feature what you like most
about your favorite brands
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The Filters.

Marc Jacobs
Daisy.
Plant. Spray. Grow.
Use your favorite Daisy perfume
to grow a garden
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Design context
Concept
The Marc Jacobs brand has become synonymous
with the word perfume. Just ask any lover of
fragrances to give Marc Jacobs a word association,
and they will reply Daisy.
The Daisy filter is for those who cannot get enough
of the Marc Jacobs Daisy collection’s sweet and
iridescent floral nodes.
The daisy filter is a unique interaction that allows
users to grow an immersive garden of their
favorite Daisy fragrance—a genuinely unparalleled
experience for any perfume enthusiast.
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User flow

Choose your favorite
Daisy flower seeds
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Flower seeds are
activated when they
come into contact with
the ground

Select the flower seeds
corresponding perfume

Spray seeds and the
ground will begin to
transform into a garden

A larger than life Daisy
perfume bottle will grow

Marc Jacobs logo reveal
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Design elements

The Icons
The iconic Daisy Eau So Fresh
perfume and corresponding Daises
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Design elements

Activators
Ground force waves
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Flower seeds
Marc Jacobs seed packaging

Music
Music was designed to be
euphorically easygoing
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Design elements
Color selection
Selected colors were based on the Marc Jacobs
perfume Daisy Eau So Fresh. Colors are to evoke
cheerful blissfulness, sweet romanticized tones of
pink, yellow, and white.
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Burberry
Glitch.
Distorted utopia campaign
Get transmitted onto a deserted island
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Design context
Concept
Transmitted frequencies. Denizen waves.
A complete desolate obliviation for the outside world.
The Burberry Glitch filter is an ideological campaign
that allows users to get away from the derangement
of work, hectic schedules, and life’s unrealistic
expectations. It is a chance for users to take a
breather, recollect themselves, and escape from
reality, even if it is for only 26 seconds.
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User flow

The user sees
harmonious, peaceful
ocean waves
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We find the user placed
on a green glass
Burberry monogram

User turns green as they
begin to glitch

Fadeout to reveal that
the user has doubled,
now sitting in a wall

The user finds
themselves inside
brightly colored bubbles

Fadeout to reveal a third
replica of the user, now
sitting on top of the wall
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User flow

The ocean is seen being
lifted into the air
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The ocean turns
vertically; reveals that it
never was an ocean but
rather an island made
from a Burberry scarf

Bubbles begin to slip out
from the center of the
scarf outward towards
the viewer

The bubbles pop, a
liquid dream splashing
all over the screen

A glitching Burberry
logo emerges

It is back to reality
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Design elements

Bubbles
A sheeny mischievous gesture
that leaves the user felling rheumy
in comparison
BX | Mikey Araujo

Glass TB monogram
A perch where the user sits,
overlooking themselves as the star
of an unraveling campaign

TB monogram pattern wall
A latticed monogram pattern
overlapped on an acrylic wall makes
for a semipermeable appearance
BX | 23

Design elements

Burberry scarf
Contrasting colors and a typographical
rearrangement of the Burberry primary
logo adds texture to the scarf
BX | Mikey Araujo

Fuchsia and key lime pattern
A reproduction of the Burberry
monogram pattern was created in
Adobe Illustrator as a reverse P/N

Music
A depiction of serenity being haltered
by a burst of reality; classical music
meets sci-fi in a distorted digital age
BX | 24

Design elements
Color selection
Drawing on the narrative of a distorted utopian world
transcribed by glitches, color selections imposition
the feeling of rushed departures. Shocking, electric,
and exciting shades of fuchsia, green, and orange.
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Harper’s Bazaar
Extrava.
Always look your best
Coordinates accessories to match
your surroundings and outfits
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Design context
Concept
A visual, imaginative narrative, an unrivaled
indulgence of transfiguration with added
decadence comes together to create the Harper’s
Bazaar Extrava filter.
Stimulated by the editorial design world of Harper’s
Bazaar, Extrava scans the users’ environment to
curate and coordinate one of a kind accessories to
match their outfits and surroundings seamlessly.
Users spend less time getting ready and more time
looking their best.
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User flow

Extrava scans users’ background information
to identify critical objects to generate a
complementary themed accessory
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After enough
information is obtained,
the filter warps users
into their new look
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User flow

Progression of the first accessory,
a coral themed fascinator
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Progression of the second accessory,
a squid tentacle elbow bracelet
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User flow

Progression of the third and final accessory, a
transformative sea anemone headpiece; the
accessory flys onto the users head as its short
tentacles transform from a solid-state to a
transparent fluid-filled length
BX | Mikey Araujo
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User flow

Reverse warp timeslips
reveal the initial state
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A topsy-turvey logo reveal for Harper’s Bazaar
arises from a submerged wave only to be
evaporated by the sun
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Design elements

Accessories
Circling waters, an entanglement of
fun; the accessories are an inspirited
personification for aquatic life
Music
Mundane ambiance told through
a mysterious beauty of elegance
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Design elements
Color selection
Traditional tones of champaign, cashmere, and
rose gold, accompanied by accentuating plums,
elevate the wearer’s stature, a truly timeless look.
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Nike
fit.
It pays to stay fit
Complete workouts to earn Nike rewards
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Design context
Concept
Swift. Active. Bold. Motivated by those who want to
achieve a healthier, better version of themselves,
the Nike fit filter not only helps users achieve their
goals but also rewards them for doing so.
Let’s face it; the average person’s intrinsic
motivation to exercise just isn’t cutting it anymore.
Sometimes users need to be rewarded for
accomplishing their goals. If a user is going to burn
800 calories doing cardio, they might as well get
15% off their next Nike shoe purchase.
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User flow

A user begins to exercise

BX | Mikey Araujo

Activate filter by tapping eyewear,
user then selects the desired workout
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User flow

Accumulate points by
completing workouts

BX | Mikey Araujo

Users receive rewards based on the
number of points they have earned
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User flow

Progression of end scene; user punches screen
shattering it to pieces, revealing a Nike logo
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Design elements

2
3

4

1

Hierarchy of cards
1. Exercise category
2. Name of exercise
3. Icon for workout
4. Workout specs

Workout display cards
User interface visual cards for
various workouts

BX | Mikey Araujo
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Design elements
A.

B.

BX | Mikey Araujo

A.

Reward display
Reward amount is displayed once a
user has reached a certain amount of
points; quickly buy suggested items
using the shop now feature

B.

Nike target disks
Each disk has a distinct point value
Music
Strong beats, high-level energy with
powerful dynamics reflective of a
user’s motivation to obtain their goals
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Design elements
Color selection
Energized by the exhilaration of endorphins rushing
through the user’s body, they ascend into the climatic
athlete that they are. Colors are an extraction of Nike’s
mission to inspire and innovate by improving users’ lives
by exceeding expectations and expanding on human
potential. Stimulating. Sleek. Scintillating.
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Design iterations.
Examining 4 ideas
Objective: create a fun, unforgettable brand experience.

Concept 1

Maximalism of a brand.
Overview
Filters were created as a commentary for branding:
wearing the brand or becoming the brand. Designs
expressed how, from the moment consumers wear
a brand, they become the brand.

Discovery
While the designs proved to be a convincing display
of brand ownership, its maximalism focused on the
brand and not the user.

BX | Mikey Araujo
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Concept 2

Remembering brands.

Overview
With the coronavirus, the way users interacted with
brands changed. To help feel more connected with
their favorite brands, users could use a set of filters
that allowed them to share the beloved memories
they had with the brand through a social media
campaign called #UntillThen.
The filters were designed to resemble house
windows. Each filter had a cutout of a brand’s logo,
representing a window of hope.
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User surveys
Identified activities that users most wanted/
could not partake in during the COVID-19
pandemic. Friendship was a recurring pattern
within the surveys. User’s missed doing
activities with their friends, such as horseback
riding and eating at Taco Bell.
Discovery
Even though this concept highlighted a
connection between both brand and user,
the design was not virtually robust.
The systems did not fully employ the
capabilities of an AR filter.
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Concept 3

Storytelling
with brands.

Overview
Tell a story with the brands you love through
custom and preconfigured filters. Choose from four
brands, each with a distinct theme.
Commemorate your special moments with Gucci.
Instruct others how to bake with Pillsbury, give the
performance of a lifetime with Americas Got Talent,
and show the world your best moves with the KFC
dance filter.
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Don’t know what to say? No problem.
Each filter has a 15 sec preconfigured
animation helping you communicate a
compelling story.
Save time editing with preconfigured
animations. There’s no need to post edit
effects. You control the timing. Trigger
animations with touch gestures.
Share your story
Save and share your masterpiece to all
your favorite platforms

Unlimited storytelling
Mix and match assets from filters to
create a unique one of a kind story

BX | Mikey Araujo
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User flow
Creating and sharing a custom
or preconfigured story to Instagram

TikTok

Your story
Custom story
Open Instagram
story camera

Records
video

Selects filter
Preconfigured story

Sends recorded
video to...

Friends only

Download

Camera roll
selection

User uploads
externally edited
combined filter clips.

Shares
externally
Shares to their
favorite social
media platforms.

Snapchat

Twitter,text,email,other

Edits
externally

User applies several filters;
downloads the clips and
combines into single footage.
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Step 1
Select a desired filter

Step 2
Chose between a custom or
preconfigured animated story

Step 3
Record, share, and upload your
story to your favorite platforms

Discovery
Users expect more from
the brands they love
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Concept 4

Branded interactions.

Overview of selected concept
Create a personalized, immersive connection
as you interact with the brands you love
through four AR filters.
Initial designs were segmented into five
categories; consumer goods, publications,
luxury brands, TV shows, and video games.
Designs were to incorporate the essence of
a selected brand. The intention was to build
upon the relationship between a user and
how they associate with a brand.

BX | Mikey Araujo
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Skittles
Taste the rainbow be the rainbow with the
skittles filter. The filter detects when the user
is eating skittles and transforms them into a
glistening rainbow.
Takis
Can you handle the heat? When eating Takis
chips, the user’s head becomes engulfed by
flames. Open the mouth to send out spitfire.
Lisa Frank
Inspired by the overly stylized colored
animals of Lisa Frank, this filter turns any
source of water into a bouquet of colors.
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The Powerpuff Girls
Sugar, spice, and everything nice these are
the ingredients that make up the Powerpuff
girls filter—inspired by the iconic backdrops
of the hit television show The Powerpuff Girls.
America’s Got Talent
Do you have what it takes to receive the
golden buzzer? An expansion of a previous
design from concept number 3, the AGT filter
makes the user feel like they auditioned in
front of a live audience.
Arthur
And I say HEY! what a wonderful kind of
filter. Users can create their opening title
sequence, just like the ones on the beloved
children’s show Arthur.
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Harper’s Bazaar
The first iteration for Harper’s Bazaar filter
featured past iconic outfits worn by the user
on the magazine’s cover.
Moschino
An oversized streetwear hat from the
Moschino prefall 2020 collection—was all
that anyone was talking about; Now, you too
can be the talk of the town by wearing this
statement piece.
Tiffany & CO
Become part of the most appealing jewels
that ever were, with the Tifanny & CO. filter.
Burberry
In an early design iteration for the Burberry
filter, the initial concept was to have the user
on a volcanic island.
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Sketches.

1

Overview
Identified the unique qualities of each
brand that would translate well into an
interactive filter.

3

Marc Jacobs
Filters emulated the distinctive
aromas of Marc Jacobs perfumes
Concept 1
Floral appears on the head and
releases fragrance

2

Concept 2
Filter scans face and match
fragrance to the user
Concept 3
Create a filter inspired by each scent
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Sketches.

Lisa Frank
Filters were based on popular Lisa
Frank characters. A face distortion
filter where the user becomes a
Lisa Frank tiger. One where the user
appears to be flying in the sky like an
angel. A horn that grows and turns
the users into a unicorn and another
that covers the user’s face in Lisa
Frank stickers.
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Mario
Take your love for Mario to the
next level with Super Mario World
themed filters. Become your
favorite character. Gain Mario
powers through the random Powerups selection filter. Use real-world
trackers to place Mario pipes
anywhere you like. Retro filter lets
you become the old school Mario
gaming cartridge.
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Sketches.

Versace
The notion was based on the
complete lifestyle stylings of
Versace: articles of clothing,
accessories, and home decor.
Plans ranged from creating neon
monogram sign backgrounds to
creating a Versace dining room
scene where the user becomes
tableware: oversized wind chimes,
earrings, and satirical clothing hats
and earmuffs.
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Cher
Display a progression of Cher’s
most iconic looks from throughout
the past decades. From past Met
Gala looks to hit blockbuster hits
and vegas residency to the ultimate
Cher configuration, the user gains
Cher’s protruding cheekbones,
makeup, attire, and iconic voice
ready to put on a sizzling rendition
of past hits.
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Sketches.

J Balvin
Welcome to the world of Colores.
Users select filters energized
by Jbalvin’s latest album. Facial
expression activates effects to
display shards of lighting bolts,
iconography, hypnotic rotating eyes,
dancing flowers, and jumping cats.

Billie Eilish
Become the bad guy with Billie
Eilish filters inspired by her hit
music videos. Blink once to active
Billie mode, changing the user
appearance to resemble Billie.
Listen and dance to her hits songs
with karaoke mode.
The aesthetic filter features Billie’s
iconography and color schemes
into the background.
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Designer journey.
A look into the research and design process

Designer journey.
1. Initial concept
Branded Obscurity. A set of Instagram filters
based on popular brands, where users are
progressively becoming obscured from
society by the brands they love.
2. Research
Conducted research on augmented reality.
Decided to create augmented reality filters
using Spark AR. Investigated the limitations
of Spark AR and began to explore the basic
understanding of the software.
3. Designs
Filters were maximalism of a brand’s logo and
iconography. Users were to decide to draw
the line between being a brand ambassador
and becoming the brand itself.
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4. COVID-19
Halfway through the completion of my project,
the coronavirus outbreak occurred. As I
watched the rising death toll on the news and
the hardships many workers and companies
are experiencing, I shifted to create a thesis
that encapsulates this historical moment we
are enduring.
5. User survey’s
Surveys examined how people have been
coping with the coronavirus. The design
reflected activities users are yearning for the
most during this epidemic. The most popular
recurring activities served as the theme for
designed filters.

6. Working adjustments
After the university closed due to Covid,
I returned home and adjusted my project
accordingly to new technology restrictions.
To save design time, filters were to be concept
designs made in Maxon Cinema 4D and
Adobe After Effects.
7. Cre8te
The third round of design iterations occurred.
New designs were called Cre8te: A set of eight
preconfigured animated Instagram filters that
allow users to create a personalized story with
their favorite brands.
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Designer journey.
8. BX
Through design, iterations discovered my
thesis’s core intent was to enhance an
immersive experience between brand and
user. Adapted previous design concepts to
focus on how brands fit into the user’s daily
life. Examined the relationship between user
and brand and why the user identifies with
one brand over another.
9. Unforeseen occurrences
My laptop gave out on me and died. I quickly
ordered a new one, but it took 3 1/2 weeks
for delivery due to covid and the California
wildfires. Due to the wildfires near my area,
PG&E would shut off power for about 4 hours
a day with no time given when they would do
so. The wifi signal was also off and on due to
the wildfires.
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10. Improvisations
Obtaining outdoor footage was no longer
possible due to weather conditions, so I 3D
modeled one in Maxon Cinema 4D.
Additional footage was shot indoors.
11. More favorable conditions
After two months, the wildfires died down,
and the skies cleared up. Decided to retake
footage outdoors on-location shots: the
beach and walking trails.
12. Final Designs
Final concept designs included sound
mixing original music using Logic Pro. Thesis
documentation and website was created.
Filter designs made a personalized, immersive
connection between brand and user through
four AR filters.
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Conclusion.

Closing statement
Consumers expect more than ever before from
the brands they love. They want an expansion of
content consumption, preferably given to them
through personalized interactions.

Redefining branded
interactions.
Personalized, immersive connection between
brand and user through AR filters.
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BX goes against traditional forms of tactile branded
interactions and validates the embracement of
what’s to come soon for branded augmented
content by creating a personalized, immersive
connection between brand and user within a new
ecosystem for brand interactions.
What’s next?
I had so much fun learning about augmented
reality; moving forward, I would like to turn my
concept designs into Instagram filters so that users
can create a personalized, immersive connection
with the brands they love. Moreover, I will research
new forms of technology that redefine the way
brands interact with consumers.
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mikeyaraujo.com/bx
Thank you.
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